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Tunturi Weight Bench WB50 (17TSWB5000)  
 

The Tunturi weight bench WB50 is a
stable weight bench for intensive strength
and muscle training. The bench comes
with a separate squat rack. The inner
profiles in the rack are individually
adjustable. The bench is suitable for
conventional as well as for Olympic weight
plates. Flexibility in training is offered by
the different positions of the backrest - 6
different settings for military, inclined and
flat position are possible, so that the
training can be done individually. A biceps
curl pad is also integrated into the bench
and is height adjustable. The weight
bench is rounded off with the leg section,
which is equipped with profiled foam roller
padding and allows leg extension and leg
bending exercises.

 CHF 490.00  
      

      

Equipment: 

Barbell training bench for flat, incline bench press, as well as shoulder press.
barbell rack (squat rack) and bench can be used independently of each other
6-position adjustable backrest
leg section for leg extension/extension exercise included - for weight plates with 50mm inner
diameter
Bicep pad included in delivery
Height-adjustable dumbbell holder
Dumbbell holder with safety lock
dumbbell bars with inner diameter of at least 110cm can be used with the dumbbell rack
stable frame construction
powder coated
bars and discs are not included
color: black

Use: home use, payload dumbbell rack: approx. 150kg, payload leg section approx. 50kg, payload
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bench approx. 200kg
Accessories: leg section for leg extension/bend exercise, biceps pad
Options: Weights, bars
Equipment dimensions: L167 x W104 x H168,5cm, weight 42.5kg
Warranty: 1 year full warranty, 2 years on labor and spare parts (excluding consumables)
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